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NONCYCLIC VECTORS FOR S*

D. A. HERRERO1 AND M. J. SHERMAN2

ABSTRACT.    It is shown that the linear manifold of H^  consisting

of all noncyclic vectors of the backward shift operator S*  is not a

countable union of operator ranges.

Let S  denote the shift operator acting on the Hardy space  H  , and S

its adjoint (S*f)(ei9) = e'i9(f(ei6) - f(0)).  A function / £ H2  is noncyclic
¡a- t sfc A O 1 9

(for S )  if the closed linear span of i/, S f, S    f, • • A is not all of H  .

The set N oí noncyclic vectors is known to be a dense, first category, lin-

ear manifold in H     [2], [3], [12].  Our main results are that a closed sub-

space  K oí N must be contained in  (qH )     for some inner function  q, and

that N  is 720i a countable union of operator ranges.   This settles strongly

in the negative a question raised by Douglas, Shapiro and Shields [3, p. 74].

The proof requires the following theorem (proved in [9]) on invariant sub-

spaces of tfj{ — the Hilbert space of all functions defined on the disk with

values in the separable Hilbert space H   and which are weakly in  H    (for

details about Wjj   see [5]).

Theorem 1.   Let M C Hi,   be a closed subspace invariant under the shift

operator such that for each  e £ H (thought of as a constant function in H^)

there exists an inner function q     such that q  e £ M.   Then there exists

a fixed inner function q such that qe £ M for all e £ K (and therefore

% D qH\).

The connection between  N  and invariant subspaces of tfu   is made

via a particular class of invariant subspaces as follows:   let  E £ tfu   and

define %E = {F £ h\:  (F, E) £ tf1!,  where (• , • )  is the inner product of

K.  JR., is clearly closed and invariant.   Subspaces of this type were first

considered by Helson, who observed that maximal invariant subspaces (if
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they exist) are of this form (unpublished).  (The existence of maximal invar-

iant subspaces, not of codimension  1, is equivalent to the existence of

bounded operators on K  with no nontrivial invariant subspaces [5, p. 103].)

Lemma 2.  m~  contains all constant directions (i.e., for each  e £ H

there exists an inner junction  q     such that q  e £ Mp)  if and only if (E, e)

£ N for all e £ si.

Proof.  Use the known and easily verified fact that f £ N  if and only if

there exists an inner function  q  such that qf £ H  .

Theorem 3.   Let M C N  be a closed subspace.   Then there exists an in-

ner function q such that M C tf    © qH    = (qH )  .

Proof.   Let ie   | be an orthonormal basis for  K, let  {f  \ be an ortho-

normal basis for M, and define E = 7X(/ /n)e .  Then (E, e) £ N  for all

e £ K.   By Theorem 1 there exists  q  such that q(E, e)   £ tf    for all  e; i.e.

(E, e) £ (ei6qH2)L.  But  {(E, e):   e e Hi is dense in  M  and, therefore,  M C

(ei6qH2)L.

Corollary 4.   N  is not a countable union of closed subspaces.

Proof.  If N =U°C_t rv   , where each   K    is a closed subspace, there

exist inner functions  q     such that N C U°°_i('7  tf )   •   Choose X in the open

disk such that q (A) 4 0, 72 = 1, 2, 3, • • • .  Then (1 - Xz)'1  £ N, but (q  ,

(1 -Xz)-l) = qn"x)4o.

This contrasts strongly with the fact that N  is an   F     [2], [12].   The

proof of Theorem 3 can be modified to yield

Theorem 5.   Let  {f  \ £ N, \\f || < 1.   Let {a   \ be a summable sequence

of positive numbers.  Suppose for all sequences  {c  } such that  \c  | < a     it

happens that £c /    £ N.   Then there exists an inner function  q such that

fn £ iqH2)L f°r all 72.

Theorem 6.  Let M C N be a linear manifold. Suppose there is a norm \ ||    072 M

in which M   is complete and such that ||x||    > C||x||   for some positive con-

stant C.  Then there exists an inner function q such that M C (qH )   .

Proof.  Let B     be the unit ball of M in the  II-II     metric.  Let {/  1 be an
Il    11 J ,2

M - M  (old norm) dense subset of B '.  Let  {a   \ be such that a   > 0  for all  «,•

and Sa    < 00.   Then if  |c  I < a     for all 72, it follows that TSc  /    converges
n '   n' —    n ' n' n °

in   D'il     to an element /.   of M, and therefore that Sc /    converges to  /.  £

N  in  ||-||.  By Theorem 5, there exists  q  such that /    £ (qH )     for all  27.

Therefore B ' C (qH2f  and M C (qH2)1.
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Corollary 7.   There does not exist any bounded operator T mapping a

complex Banach space X into tf     whose range is exactly  N.

Proof.  Otherwise N  would be complete in the norm   ||-||     defined by

IMI ' = \\T~ly\\x   which  satisfies   ||y|| '  >   ||T||~ 1\\y\\.   (T can  be  taken  to

be one-one.)   For relevant material, see [4].

Corollary 8.  N  is not a countable union of operator ranges.

Proof.   Each one is contained in  (qH ) .

With more care one can show the above remain true if the operators are

allowed to have domains which are real Banach spaces.

Corollary 9.   Let {[  \, {a   } be as in Theorem 5 and assume that   {f  \ <t
. * ' n n ' n

(qH )     for any inner function  q.   Then there exists a sequence {6  : 0 < 8

< 2w\ such that So  e' " f    4 N.
n ' n

Corollary 10.   // f(z) = Se  z" £ tf   , / 7202' a polynomial, then there

exists a sequence {6   \ (0 < 6    < 2tt)  such that g(z) = Se  e   " zn 4 N.

The results of this paper can be proved without mention of subspaces

of tf u  if one is willing to imitate the proof of Theorem 1 to get the uniform

boundedness type principle which is at the heart of Theorems 1 and 3.  (The

main theorem of [6] can also be used.)  This approach, while longer, has ad-

vantages.   For example, it can be used to show N  is of first category and

makes clear the analogy between  N  and the exceptional subset of a  C„

contraction [7].   Details will appear in a forthcoming paper.

Added in proof.  Corollaries 4, 8 can be strengthened to assert that N

is not the linear manifold spanned by a countable collection of closed sub-

spaces or operator ranges.
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